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Eco-sexuals like it green
INSIYA AMIR

There’s no getting
away from climate
change, not even in the
bedroom. As a growing
number go green
between the sheets,
sustainability has
become sexy, literally
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s the planet gets hotter, it
is becoming cool to go
green. Be it the food you
eat (organic), the clothes
you wear (hemp, organic
cotton), the way you travel
(hybrid cars, bio-fuelled planes) or
even the way you live (solar power,
CFL lights). Now, the tribe of eco-sexuals is taking the battle to save the earth
to the bedroom...

PLAY SAFE
Since the sale of sex toys is illegal in India, furtive shop-owners in Delhi’s Palika Bazaar and Mumbai’s Crawford market pass off toxic, made-in-China goods
to customers. But health experts warn
that these adult toys contain all sorts of
chemicals that are dangerous for the
body. Unlike other plastic items meant
for biologically intimate use such as
children’s toys, this market goes largely
unregulated. Many toys contain high
levels of phthalates (pronounced
thalates), a controversial group of
PVC softeners known to be endocrine inhibitors that some
studies have linked to premature
puberty in girls and low sperm
production in boys.
Awareness of these side effects
is making many opt for the
green variety. Alliyah Mirza, a
Pakistani based in Oregon, has
made a flourishing business
out of it. ‘‘I recognized the
market potential for non-toxic,
natural and organic sex toys and
lubricants quite a few years ago,’’
says this 29-year-old entrepreneur.
In 2006, her company Earth
Erotics was born. Its product range
available for sale online includes
handmade glass dildos, whips
from recycled innertubes
and rechargeable vibrators. Mirza says her client
base — in India and abroad
— is only growing. Other
companies that have
joined the green sex
wagon offer metal toys
(stainless steel is most popular
and platinum the dearest).

MOOD FOR BAMBOO
There’s more to eco-sex than toys. As
Maya Kinra, a production assistant with
a music channel, found while trawling
through the web. ‘‘I always felt there
was something icky about the stuff I
bought from Crawford Market.’’ This
self-proclaimed ecophile who wears
only organic cotton and hemp has not

only switched to green sex toys, she
even uses eco-friendly mood-enhancers
like organic candles, massage oils and
lubricants. Her latest buy: bamboo
sheets. ‘‘They are silky, have anti-microbial properties and come from a renewable resource,’’ she says.
Violet Blue, author and editor of
nearly two dozen sexual health books
who coined the term eco-sexuals last
year, says the green sex industry is a
significant and growing force. ‘‘Most
companies are increasing their range of
eco-friendly products, while some focus
exclusively on sustainable products,’’
she told TOI-Crest in an email interview. A professional sex educator, she is

product range, say they are changing
the world from the inside.

AU NATUREL
It is not just getting it on that is greener, even birth control methods are turning environment-friendly. While some
believe in natural family planning options (like the rhythm method) instead
of contraceptives that end up excreting
hormones into the water supply, others
are trying out lambskin and latex condoms. While the jury is out on whether
latex is completely biodegradable, it’s
certainly better than polyurethane,
which is non-biodegradable. Several
companies are also making vegan con-

From organic intimate lubricants to
fair trade condoms, eco-sexuals are
greening up the act

convinced that it’s not just a fad. ‘‘It is a
way for people to enjoy their sexuality
with less guilt. Also, green sex items
tend to be designer items and thus
more desirable.’’

SLIPPERY GROUND
Most personal lubricants have the
same chemicals as oven cleaners,
brake fluids and antifreeze. They also
contain ingredients that can be skin irritants and are laden with synthetic
perfumes and flavours. Which is why
women increasingly prefer organic lubricants devoid of petrochemicals and
parabens. And there is a wide variety
on offer: water-based hemp lubes,
taste- and scent-free lubes, and naturally-flavoured ones. In fact, the
women behind Yes, the world’s first
certified organic intimate lubrication

doms by removing the dairy protein in
latex with natural substitutes like cocoa
powder. All the rage this holiday season,
however, are French Letter condoms.
These eco-friendly (made from sustainable rubber plantations) condoms have
replaced flavoured condoms as the one
thing that many Indians are asking
their friends to get back from the US
and UK.

INSIDE STUFF
When Neha Shukla asked her mother
to start stitching her old T-shirts into
knickers, she had no clue that she had
the latest trend bang on: eco-undies.
Stripping down to your ethical undies
is now fashionable. And so what if you
have to pay a bit extra for your organic and hemp lingerie? It’s soft, silky
and guilt-free.

ILLUSTRATION: AJIT BAJAJ

New style gurus on the blog
Whether it’s policing Shekhar Suman’s ‘velvet overdose’ or admiring street chic, sartorialists are giving Indians their fashion fix
MANSI CHOKSI
TIMES NEWS NETWORK
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n errand boy posing on a rickety
cycle on Delhi’s streets is an unlikely fashion muse. But the teen’s
colourful attire — blue T-shirt and
orange shoulder caps — drew the
attention of hundreds of fashion
devotees across the globe after his style quotient was immortalised in New Yorker Scott
Schuman’s blog, the Sartorialist. The blog,
which consistently ranks among the 50 most
popular in the world, has been named one of
the 100 biggest influences in the world of fashion with thousands of aficionados religiously
logging on for inspiration.
The oily-haired bicyclist wasn’t the only who
made it to Schuman’s style file. Another Delhiite, whom he spotted at a street corner, won admiration for her chic, knee-length jodhpurs.
Schuman, a self-taught photographer who
has been in fashion for more than a decade,
started his blog to address the gap between
what was shown on the runway and in magazines and what people actually wore.
Closer home, our own desi avatars of the sartorialist are giving Indians their fashion fix.
While some bloggers act as the fashion police for
Bollywood celebrities, others armed with digital
cameras scour streets and runways for trendspotting. There are also those (this kind has the tendency to get a bit narcissistic) who are trying to
inspire by mixing and not matching.

Take, for example, a desi fashion blog called
High Heel Confidential. Payal and Priyanka
who, in their own words, are extremely bitter,
complexed, sociopathic loners, dutifully single
out the fashion felonies of celebs. Recently, they
reported that Bollywood actor Neha Dhupia
‘‘had beheaded, skinned and then dyed Bjork’s
infamous swan dress” while funnyman Shekhar
Suman was guilty of a “velvet overdose”.
The purpose of their style file, they declare,
is to be quintessentially desi and is dedicated to
‘‘the woman who appreciates a classic LBD (little black dress), who can carry off the fieriness
of a high heel (a symbol of undisputable sensuality) and for the woman who dares to defy convention’’. Almost each post on the website gets
an average of 30 comments.
Then, there’s NIFT graduate and stylist
Akanksha Redhu, a Delhi girl, and her online
lookbook. The lookbook has photographs of
Redhu flaunting a pair of fake Diesel denims
from Sarojini Nagar Market, a silver chain from
Paharganj, a green and black striped tee from
an export surplus shop and a pair of bright red
mojdis picked up off the street. She also blogs
about international fashion trends — mesh leggings from Scout or a ‘‘grey jumpsuit with ticklish side cutouts to get you through the dullest
day, despite being grey’’.
Her blog, which she started to document basic transformations of trends, gets roughly
3,000 hits a day. According to Redhu, fashion
blogs provide a different point of view. ‘‘If one
has something to say and the internet is used

as a tool to express it, there will always be takers for it,’’ she says. The reason fashion blogs
are flourishing is because the ‘‘Indian fashion
sense is very receptive right now’’.
Then, there’s another blog called Swasta Ani

Masta. One the other side of the screen is a
mysterious media professional who digs out
gems to suit any sartorial mood. If you feel like
a garden fairy, you could scurry down to Colaba
Causeway, hit the stall opposite the police sta-

tion so that you have the perfect outfit to wear
‘‘if someone threw a Midsummer Night themed
party. Fat chance in Mumbai’’. She has finds
from the most unlikely spots in the city and arguably the best bargains.
Bandana Tewari, fashion features director
for Vogue magazine, says blogs have been
cropping up on the Indian scene to democratise fashion, which until recently was the domain of magazines and a handful of powerful
designers. ‘‘The internet, with its sense of ‘all
for one, one for all democracy’ and unprecedented freedom of speech has become the ultimate platform for street fashion. And that’s important because it reflects real people who enjoy fashion and are unafraid to subvert it to
suit their personalities. They are not necessarily the stilted mannequins in magazines and on
TV,’’ she says.
This, in a way, she says also marks the demise
of the femme fatale and the birth of the femme
cerebral. ‘‘In our real lives, we are more likely to
meet women who are fashionable and intelligent
(femme cerebral) than women in patent leather,
swinging diamante whips (femme fatale). So offthe-ramp fashion also alludes to real women enjoying fashion that works and feeds their own
distinct individualism, says Tewari, who is also a
vociferous blogger.
The message is clearly that fashion needs to
get off its high horse once in a while and take
inspiration from the streets. ‘‘The best of designers like Gaultier, Galliano and Marc Jacobs
take creative cues from the streets.’’

